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Yeti party 
A good time was had by all on the first Yeti ski trip of 
the year. 
Sunny skies and good powder were reported on the 
January 24 - 26 trip to Big White . 
Two bus loads of students took advantage of the cheap 
$85.00 weekend package which included 2 nights accomoda-
tion and lift tickets, plus transportation . 
On mountain accomodation featuring hot tubs , sauna's 
and a night club ensured that the Yetis partied well into 
the night . 
The next Yeti trip is scheduled for Februar-Y 9 and will be 
to either Mount Baker or Whistler. For more information 
call Paul Ehni Jr. at 939-6173 . 
-··-Jobs fron1 Delphos 
Project Delphos, an innovative make-work project from 
the Philosophy Club and the Humanities Institute of 
Douglas College, has ambitious plans for a tripartite 
economic venture which will eventually become self-
sufficent. 
The venture comprises three major components : 
1. Thinking and Communications, which will liasise with 
community groups, institutions and schools, making avail -
able to them select tapes from the Douglas College 
Humanities Institute, along with new tapes, modules and 
units covering a broad spectrum of exciting topics and 
issues. 
2. An innovative Theatre Project, which will be fashioned in 
conjunction with the Douglas College Theatre Arts Disci-
pline, and will bring a new kind of theatre to New 
Westminster . 
3. A Community Club, which will provide a genial 
atmosphere in which social and educational events, encomp-
assing a wide and exciting field of concern , can take place 
for the whole community, with a special emphasis on youth . 
Project Delphos will provide immediate employment for 
two people and eventual employment for at least two more, 
plus summer employment for from six to ten students . 
Project Delphos is looking for seed-money from the 
Douglas College Student Society to start the project, which 
would then come under the Canadian Employment and 
Immigration Commission for a year, after which time it is 
hoped it will be financially independent. 
Goodbye arcade 
The D.C.S.S. Activity Room closed on January 24, 1986 to 
make room for a hearing impaired class . Thus, you may be 
wondering where the pop machine, photocopier, change 
service athletic equipment, foosball, pinball and video machin~s will go now. It hasn' t been determined as of yet. 
However Merrilyn Houlihan, the business manager for 
the student society, said that alternative space is be_ing 
looked into for only the change service and the photocopier, 
maybe in the student society office or in the ombudsman' s 
office. At the present time, the photocopier is temporarily 
located outside the student society office. It appears that the 
remaining facilities previously offered in the lower · level 
activity room have been terminated . 
Paul Ehni a former activity room employee, says " the 
best place tor the athletiC equ1pment would be with the P.E. 
department." But that decision has not been yet made. 
A number of students at Douglas College suggest that 
some of the facilities could be relocated in the lower cafe-
teria. We are open to suggestions, let your Douglas College 
Student Society know. 
Security blanket 
Tues Feb 4, 1986. Apartment security Rm 1807, 
7:00-10:00PM. Fee $8. The course looks at how to 
discourage burglars from attempting a break-in, personal 
and building security, and techniques in dealing with 
resident security problems. 
ByRemy 
You thought the LCB was 
unreasonable these days? You· 
should have been around 60 
years ago! 
New Star Books Working 
lives describes the situation 
from the end of prohibition in 
1925. 
" The beer parlour was n 
a saloon . No standup bar was 
permitted; patrons sat at ta-· 
bles and purchased from a 
waiter. Owners cou·ld not sell 
soft drinks, food or cigarettes, 
or offer entertainment of any 
kind . Advertising was at first 
forbidden , but the LCB later 
relented, and the parlours 
soon posted small ' licensed 
premises' signs. The removal 
of the varied attractions of 
saloons left patrons little to do 
but drink. According to one 
former parlour worker, you 
were not to enjoy yourself , 
but to ·sit down, shut up, and 
drink your beer.' 
" Women were not allowed 
to serve beer. Initially they 
were not even allowed in 
parlours; by a ' gentleman' s 
agreement' the B.C. Hotels 
Association and the LCB ban-
ned women to curb prosti -
·, tution 1. The agreement fell 
apart when some owners re-
alized sales to women would 
mean higher profits. As a 
compromise, Vancouver par-
lours opened separate areas 
' ladtes and ·escorts'.-unes-
corted women were often 
treated as prostitutes by par-
lour owners . 
" The liquor board' s con-
cern about prostitution be-
came almost paranoiac as 
venerial disease rates rose in 
World War II . The LCB, the 
board of health and the hotels 
association established a 'fac-
ilitation committee' to track 
infections acquired in beer 
parlours . The board of health 
interviews the afflicted and 
sent reports to the ' lcb'; 
' (T)he alleg~d source of his 
infection invited him to " sit 
down and have a beer" ... 
They went to the patient' s 
room later, where the expo-
sure occured. This girl re-
ceived a fee of $3 .00 in 
exchange for the venerial dis-
ease.' The city' s worst offend-
ers were the Castle on Gran-
viii and the Grand on Water. 
To minimize contact the LCB 
ordered parlour owners to err-
ect barriers and provide sep-
arate entrances for men and 
ladies with escorts . The bar-
riers remained until the 
1960' s, though they had little 
effect on disease rates." 
Next time you' re in a bus 
shelter take a look at the 
lovely new transit maps that 
have just been put up. Help-
ful souls that they are, the 
transit folk have included ma-
jor institutions like hospitals 
and colleges ... but if you look 
for Douglas College, you will 
probably be surprised and 
confused to find it placed at 
the corner of 8th and 6th? 
How come? 
"Probably because we 
made a mistake," admits 
Transit spokesperson ' Jane 
Duncan . " There are still a 
few things we have to fix . All 
the new graphics are tempor-
ary; they' ll all be changed for 
the March 7th bus inte-
. gration . '' 
We didn' t ask her how 
much all them temporary 
graphics co~t. . : 
And speaking of the transit, 
have any of you noticed the 
lovely tones they · play as the 
doors are about to close? If 
you listen closely, you' ll re-
alize that they sound vaguely 
familiar - the same dah, dah, 
dah which opens the theme 
from 2001, A Space Oddysey ! 
Wonder what the government 
had in mind when they chose 
those tones? Just picture the 
drums going Bum, Bom, 
Bum, Bom, Bum, Bom as 
the train pulls out of the 
station ... 
Former Other Press mem-
ber Dave Watson, who is now 
the fourth highest paid rock 
critic in Vancouver (a position 
more of honour than vast 
financial bounty) continues to 
move up in the world . 
In addition to his brilliant 
writing, which now graces the 
pages ·of the Discorder and 
the Georgia Strait, Mr. What-
not had the honour of serving 
as a judge for Spotlight '86 
talent at the Town Pump last 
Tuesday. Way to go! 




The Canadian Navy Service Anniversary display is 
upstairs in the library. Yes! Canada does have a Navy, and 
its been around for 75 years . 
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Levy or not levy? 
In spite of some messy per- they might not be able to ------~---"""t 
sonality clashes, the Student maintain current funding le-
Senate accomplished a num- vels without it . 
ber of important things at this The D.C.S .S. already 
week ' s meeting , including spends a large percentage on 
paving the way for a vote on a athletics , by appropriat ing 
by JEREMY BlOOM 
separate fee levy for Athle-
tics , and starti ng up a support 
campaign for Swedi sh second 
World War hero Raoul Wal-
lenberg (see accompanyi ng 
article on page 9.) 
The activity fee for sports 
woul d amount to $2.50 to 
$3.00 per student per sem-
ester , and would be on top of 
the current $19 Student Soc-
iety fee and the $4 Other 
Press fee which all full -time 
students pay . 
Most other schools have 
some sort of athletics fee , but 
up until now the administra-
tion has covered most athle-
tics costs . According to 
D.C.S.S . President Michael 
Glavin, the administration ap-
proached him about institut-
ing the athlet\cs fee . He said 
money as it is requested by 
various athletic groups . They 
subsidi zed the Basketball 
team's trip to a tournament in 
Hawaii last semester, and at 
thi s meeting voted $1 ,000 to 
send the volleyball team to a 
tournament in Calgary. 
'too busy' for 
Maple Ridge 
- Schmuland 
In addition , nearly 25 per-
cent of the D.C.S .S. budget 
goes to using the facilities at 
the Canada Games Pool . 
Before the fee can be col-
lected, it must be approved 
by the students at the 
annual general meeting ,to 
be held in March . 
In February, there will 
be a Special General Meeting, 
which will consider a proposal 
New DCSS vice 
president 
Paul Ehni 
to assist the Other Publication 
Society in financing a new 
typesetter . The senate was 
told the · O.P.S . had not 
yet brought it's proposal , 
but would have one by 
Aid error 'no problem' 
by JEREMY BlOOM 
Because of a computer er-
ror, a number of students 
throughout the province 
found themselves receiving 
their second semester loans a 
month later than they were 
told they ~ould . 
According to Douglas Finan-
cial 'Aid officer Patty Lewis, 
the problem was simple . 
''They put the wrong date on 
the disbursement notification 
form, December 19th instead 
of January. They realized the 
mistake in August, and sent 
letters to all B.C. student loan 
recipients, but not to people 
who were just getting Canada 
Student Loans . 
" I had no money," ·said 
Douglas student Jennifer 
Whiteside. " Christmas was 
around the corr)er, rent was 
coming up. I said, 'that can't 
be.' After all the other screw-
ups with my loans, I was so 
frustrated I almost cried ." 
Fortunately for Jennifer, 
the Douglas College Financial 
Aid Office was able to help 
her out. But only because she 
asked . According to Aid of-
ficer Patty Lewis, " we helped 
out a few people who were in 
a difficult situation , we gave 
out a few emergency loans." 
But Lewis adds, they were 
fortunate not many people 
affected came forward . "We 
wouldn ' t have had the re-
, sources to accommodate that 
miinY people. ' 1 
According to Ministry Qf 
Education spokesman Mary 
Browning, it wasn' t that big 
Douglas Student 
jennifer Whiteside · 
of an issue. "I don't think it 
was a horrendous problem for 
a lot of students, although it 
was a problem for some. We 
do make an effort to notity if 
an error occurs. " 
Nobody at the Ministry of 
Education could tell exactly 
how many students had been 
affected . Browning said she 
would prefer not to guess , but 
" not a large number." 
" It was a problem, there 
was an error, what can I 
say?" 
D.C.S .S. President Michael 
Glavin was less sanguine . " It 
should be no surprise that 
C. F. S. Nationally cited stu-
dent aid as the area most in 
need of their attention as a 
·student interest group, and 
charged the B.C. Government 
as having the most outra-
geous record of the the prov-
inces in this regard," he said . 
" I hope students wi II take 
the time to inform me of the 
problems they encountered, 
with regard to their student 
loans, since we don't have to 
worry about grants around 
here . With this information 
and the assistance of the 
C.F.S., we will bring your 
concerns to the attention of 
the ministry and the public," 
he added . 
''I urge all students who 
have· encountered any need-
less difficulty with their stu-
dent loans to bring them to 
me, either personally or in 
writing , as soon as possible, " 
Glavin stated . 
Part one o a t ree part 
series . Next issue, Categories: 
what' s a student supposed to 
do if they don 't fall neatly into 
a Financial Aid pigeonhole? 
The last par.t will look at the 
enormous problem of Student 
debt: do you realize how long 
it will take you to pay this all 
back? 
Kei·th 
\Yinner when spoiled 
ballots were thrown 
out in a close 
three-way race 
Thursday. • 
Glavin also reported that 
the old YMCA building, 
which the senate was consid- . 
ering purchasing for a Stu-
dent Union Building, is not 
quite what they' re looking 
for . "It' s in tremendous need 
of repair," Glavin said, " and 
they won 't even give us a def-
inite price." He added that 
there were other options -be-
ing investigated . 
The meeting was marred by 
several serious personality 
clashes . An appeal was heard 
for the rehiring of John Mc-
Donald, who was fired from 
his job as bar manager at tbe 
Pub Nights when he got into 
an emotional altercation with 
'set an example 
of sobriety' 
- Zwarich 
D.C.S .S. Treasurer Shelly 
Zwarich over staff policy. This 
sparked a 45 minute debate 
which mainly centered around 
the chain of command and 
lines of authority between the 
Senate Executive, the Pub 
Manager, and his staff. Al-
though the main issue, execu-
tive authority, was resolved in 
favour of Shelly, the debate 
left everyone frustrated , es-
pecially McDonald, who re-
mains fired . 
There was also a storm of 
controversy around D.C.S .S. 
Secretary Wayne Schmuland. 
The previous meeting· ended 
in a fire-fight between Sch-
muland and Glavin; this one 
began with letters from Ma-
ple Ridge demanding Schmu-
land' s resignation if he failed 
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Neil Burnett, also 
elected to senate in 
last week's 
by-election 
to keep his campaign promise 
to come to Maple Ridge once 
a week. A.B. E. student Cindy 
Phillips was particularly in-
censed that Schmuland was 
not . just ignoring the Maple 
Ridge Campus, but ignoring 
their letters of complaint as 
well . 
Schmuland noted in his 
defense that he hadn' t pro-
mised to go out every week-
" It says right in my letter that 
I'd come out every week 
Unless I was too busy; if they 
can't read that .. .. " 
Schmuland also observed 
that the Maple Ridge rep had 
missed a number of senate 
meetings, and " they haven't 
been kicked off, although they 
could be .... " 
The- discussion was ended 
when Schmuland promised to 
speak to Maple Ridge stu-
dents and bring back their 
concerns . 
Chris Lirett, a business 
rep, wished to bring up Sch-
muland' s conduct under a 
later item of business, and in 
fact called for his impeach-
ment, but Schmuland had al-
ready left the meeting so that 
discussion had to be post-
poned. 
One item of importance 
which somehow got lost in the 
shuffle was a decision on 
voting policy: a number of. 
ballots had been counted as 
spoiled, since they were ei-
ther written in pen or used 
check-marks . The rules state 
that only X' s and pencil may 
be used . As a result, one 
candidate lost who would 
have won had all the ballots 
been counted as valid, and 
this serious problem should 
'have been dealt with . 
It will be discussed at a 
later time. 
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X-it 
stage right 
Due to current Policy students have to follow Provincial 
voting rules . We can only use X's that are in pencil, not 
check marks in pen . 
Merrilyn Houlihan, of the "Student Society.office feels that 
she has no right to change the policy but the Senate could 
do so . Question: Does the Student Society want ·to change 
the pdTicy? 
The policy should be changed-it doesn't really serve 
democracy. After all, when only 200 or so students voted 
out of a possible 5000, something seems wrong. The 20 or 
so votes that couldn't be counted due tq "policy" would 
have changed the outcome of the election. 
This issue was supposed to be considered in the S.S. 
meeting on Monday, but d~ to the shuffling of discussion 
was lost. 
We urge the Senate to change the policy. Only a few 
students usually vote in elections, so every vote counts . 
Why be so picky when you know what the intentions of the 
students are. 
To the editor, 
The other day I glanced at The Pro-
vince newspaper and was surprised to 
see it sporting racing stripes. 
" Hmmm" , I said to myself, " this 
bears closer inspection." Reading the 
fine print I saw the announcement 
'"Your SKYTRAIN Paper" . This 
struck a chord in my memory and I 
searched around until I found a copy 
of Jhe Sun . "118 days to Expo" it 
proclaimed. My first thought was 
' 'more government hype'' and after 
mulling it over the phrase "integrity 
in journalism" popped up. 
It appears as though the local 
media are receiving gratuities from 
our provincial government. Why else 
would they support phrases that only 
5 year olds and ad men wouldn't 
blush saying, such as "Greet the 
world" and Take a ride on the Sky-
train" . Even assuming that Expo is 
basically good for our province, it is 
wrong for a newspaper to support our 
government in justifying a multi-
million dollar Social Credit billboard 
as a carnival ride. 
Okay, it might be said that they're 
in the business of selling newspapers 
and that they should tell the people 
what they want to hear. But isn't a 
newspaper supposed to report news? 
Maybe in this age of neato computer 
graphics and the hard sell a news-
paper has just become a tabloid and 
real journalistic values are out the 
window. Maybe it' s a good thing The 
Sun doesn't associate itself with 
Vancouver anymore. 
Gordon Day 
manager ........................................................ . 
Business manager ................. : ................................ jean joyce 
Classifieds coordinator ......................................... Pinky Hun jan 
Copy editor .......................................................... Gord Henry 
Editorial coordinator .................................................... vacant 
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McEwen, Anna Soh, Lisa Haws, Brian 
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Shaun Smith, Gord Day, Denis Byrne, 
Todd Boyles, H., Mr. X, Chris Brown, 
Denis 
To the Editor, 
One of my students left the examin-
ation room just before Christmas with 
only the following note on his answer 
paper:"Having ignored this subject 
for the past few weeks, I sit here in 
the harsh glare of reality being unable 
to and indeed, not having the heart to 
write this examination ." 
This particular student has some 
rather noble ambitions as to what he 
wants to do once he has completed his 
education, but is being held back by 
his inability · to pass the preparatory 
courses in mathematics . Other stu-
dents have approached me in the past 
week and have seriously suggested 
that I give them a passing grade 
because they are being held back 
from studying the really interesting 
higher level courses in other dis-
ciplines . 
It occurred to me that, in requiring 
them to pass certain standards in 
mathematics, I. was exercising a form 
of censorship on the possible career 
choices the student could make. 
In light of the public outcry against 
any form of censorship in areas such 
as the media in particular and moral 
choices in general , why should we, as 
instructors in this college (or any 
other college for that matter) , be 
allowed to continue our own form of 
discrimination against students on the 
basis of their academic qualifications? 
Is there not some inconsistency in 
teaching a student in philosophy that 
there are no absolute standards , and 
then grade that student' s perform-
ance in that same course and ab-
solutely deny credit to the student if 
he has not met the standards set by 
the instructor? 
We have freed ourselves up to the 
point where we can commit adultery 
without public censure, but we still 
get hung up on dangling participles 
and misspelled words in an English 
essay. 
Individuals who take their chosen 
lifestyle for granted for some strange 
reason become incensed when they 
detect a grammatical error in the Mad 
Hatter . If we are pro-choice in one 
area of -our society why should we 
continue to stand in the way of 
persons and their chosen professions 
through the application of arbitrary 
standards? Consistency would require 
us to drop all forms of examinations. 
The students who approached me to 
arbitrarily up-grade their mar.ks have 
begun to see through the facade, even 
if we haven ' t . The lessons of relative 
values learned from moral philosophy 
can and should be applied in all areas 
of our society. 
AI Harms 
Douglas College Math Instructor 
Other Press room 
. (under the door) 
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"It's like purgatory" 
Barnes tackles the welfare monster 
by PAUL J. GILL 
" Twenty seven dollars and four-
teen days to go." 
• Emerv Barnes makes this statement 
with a wry face. The date is January 
22 , welfare day for most of the people 
living in the Vancouver downtown 
eastside, but not for the area' s 
Member of the Legislative Assembly 
(MLA) , Emery Barnes, NDP. 
On January 6, he took up a 
challenge from the End Legislated 
Poverty coaltion (E .L.P.) to spend . 
one month living in this depressed 
part of the city with only $350 in his 
pocket (the amount of welfare avail-
able for single men in B.C.) . 
" It' s not just the $350, or whatever 
a person lives on," says Barnes. " It' s 
the system. It does not relate to the 
needs of the people." 
to work around the system," Barnes · 
says, " and it' s difficult to put the 
blame for crime, drugs or other illegal 
or semi-legal acts totally on them ." 
" It' s all a part of a greater 
economic problem." 
But Barnes does not claim to be 
able to come up with a magic solution . 
After his month long sojourn, he 
intends to ask the provincial govern-
ment for a full inquiry into the wel-
fare system, poverty and related 
problems . 
" Once you 've seen what it' s really 
like here, you can never just go back 
home and sleep." 
" It's formidable, overwhelming. I 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~thought I ~nton a thirty day experi-
Barnes is undergoing the greatest 
reflection in his adult life. Born to a 
poor Southern U.S. family, Barnes 
thought he escaped the life of poverty 
when he"'jbthed the B.C. Lions . 
" On welfare, there' s a little bridge 
you have to pass, and that's some-
thing I'll never be able to do in just 
one month. It' s like purgatory. Some 
people call it ' the tender trap' ." 
" Most people on welfare find ways 
Department diluted 
Porges is history 
by LORI DONALD 
After sixteen years of teaching 
history at Douglas College, Mr. 
George Porges will be retiring at the 
end of the Spring semester. And, 
according to Mr. Gordon Gilgan, 
Dean of Academics, Mr. Porges will 
not be replaced . The courses in Euro-
pean history which Mr. Porges devel-
oped and taught wi II be contracted to 
part-time faculty. 
Mr. Gilgan insisted this does not 
necessarily mean that any history 
courses will be cut; however, in the 
future there may be a different em-
phasis in the College' s history pro-
gram. It is possible that less Euro-
pean history courses will be offered . 
Courses in Asian or American history 
may be offered instead . 
He also stated that history need not 
be taught in the comprehensive man-
ner in which it is currently taught. He 
suggested that history could be taught 
in a fragmented manner, " which 
would be equally effective." Mr. Gil -
gan went on to say that the decision to 
not replace Mr. Porges with a full -
time faculty member was strictly for 
economic reasons and that the quality 
of the College' s history program will 
not suffer as a consequence . 
Mr. Gilgan' s opinion that the his-
tory program will not suffer is highly 
debatable. In his letter to Gordon Gil-
gan, Student Society President Mich-
ael Glavin voiced his concern about 
" the short-sightedness inherent in a 
rigid policy of economizing through 
attrition .' ' 
By not replacing Mr. Porges, the 
history department will have only one 
full-t ime faculty member, Mrs. Gres-
ko. Contract faculty members cannot 
be expected to put the same amount 
of time, energy and loyalty into a 
department as would a full-time 
faculty member. 
tor who could both teach and develop 
new programs, the administration 
would prefer to hire two contract 
faculty members, one to teach and the 
other to develop new programs . While 
the desire to balance the budget 
cannot be faulted, this example of 
false economy strains the adminis-
tration's credibility. 
How much value is placed on 
history? Mr. Porges has developed a 
comprehensive program of European 
history courses which allows the 
student to study Europe' s develop-
ment from the 375 up to its recovery 
after World War II . Because of the 
comprehensive nature of these cour-
ses, the student can gain a sense of 
perspective of how Europe' s develop-
ment shaped the world as it is today. 
Many students who have taken one of 
Mr. Porges' history classes want to 
take more for just this reason . The 
study of European history also gives 
the student a deeper understanding of 
other disciplines, such as Political 
Science and English Literature. 
Douglas College currently has an 
excellent European history program . 
But if some of the courses are, 
replaced by, for example, Asian or 
American history courses, the College 
would no longer have an excellent 
European history program. Neither 
would it have an excellent Asian or 
American history program . The col-
lege' s history students would be 
studying only bits and pieces of 
history. Thi s is not learning . It is 
merely collecting transfer credits . 
In his letter, Michael Glavin also 
stated that College President William 
Day, in · his recent address to the 
College Wide Assembly, referred to 
Douglas College' s committment to 
academic education . Glavin went on 
to say " ... a virtual halving of the 
History faculty would cause one to 
question the strength of this committ-
ment." 
ment and I' ve run into a monster." 
" How do . you teach a person that 
they have the right to dignity when 
the schools are teaching them obedi-
ence?" he asks, and then he shrugs. 
" I'm not happy when I feel helpless ." 
Barnes says he realizes his one 
month foray into " skid row" (a term 
he detests) will not give him the great 
insight needed to understand the 
complexities and problems inherent in 
a system where people feel trapped. 
" On February 6, I return to a nice 
house, with a warm bath , a refriger-
ator full of food and not a cockroach in 
sight," he says . " I'm sort of like a 
celebrity down here, and it' s not quite 
real for me but I didn ' t think it would 
be." 
Near the waterfront of Vancouver, 
the cartoon above Barnes' dresser 
drawer says it all . It shows two older 
men in ragged clothing sitting on a 
park bench . The caption reads, "To 
bad this isn ' t a hypothetical 
situation ." 
Also, if Mr. Gilgan' s suggestion 
that new history courses reflecting the 
shift in emphasis away from Euro-
pean history are to be created, who 
will develop these new programs? 
Contract faculty certainly would not 
be expected to do so . Mr. Gilgan 
stated that someone would have to be 
·contracted to perform this task. In-
stead of hiring one full -time instruc-
European history may not be a 
" trendy" subject, but it is important 
to the students of history who are 
concerned about the future of the dis-
cipline at this college . Hopefully the 
administration will live up to its 
committment to academic education 
and be less concerned about edu-
cational fads . MLA EMERY BARNES: look for feature next issue 
The Other Press 
and it costs more .... 
Cocaine deadlier than Heroine 
by HUGH WESTUP 
Canadian Science News 
An experiment at Concord-
ian University in Montreal 
indicates that cocaine is more 
dangerous than is widely be-
lieved and is more harmful 
than heroin. 
The experiment was per-
formed on two groups of lab-
oratory rats, one of which was 
continu_pll.)l supplied with co-
caine, the other with heroin . 
Each rat was able to secure 
doses of the drug simply by 
pressing down a lever in its 
cage, and within a couple of 
days most of the animals were 
habitual drug users - addicts . 
A short time later, a re-
markable difference showed 
up between the two groups. 
The heroin-addicted rats re-
mained in good health and 
returned to the lever for 
further doses at evenly-
spaced intervals, like the 
beats of the metronome. 
However, the cocaine-
addicted rats behaved errat-
ically . "They would take lar-
ger quantities of cocaine for 
several hours and they 
might not take any for a 
day," says psychologist Dr. 
Michael Bozarth, one of the 
researchers. 
The coke-addicted rats also 
neglected to groom them-
selves and displayed "stereo-
typed" actions. "They would 
gnaw at the bottom of the 
cage over and over, or they 
would repeatedly bob their 
heads up and down, up and 
down," Dr. Bozarth says. 
Some cocaine-addicted rats 
suffered convulsions similar 
in appearance to what we 
know as grand mal epileptic 
seizures . "The convulsions 
would last from 30 seconds to 
five minutes," says Dr . Boz-
arth . "Immediately after a 
seizure the rat would head 
straight back to the lever for a 
dose of cocaine." 
Finally, there was a p_ro-
nounced deterioration in the 
health of the coke-addicted 
rats : they lost weight and con-
tracted infections, most often 
a bronchial malady marked by 
a chronic wheezing. 
By the end of two weE!ks, 60 
per cent of the rats taking 
cocaine had died, while only 9 
per cent of the rats on heroin 
were dead . After a month, 90 
per cent of the cocaine group 
had died, compared to only 36 
per cent of the heroin users . 
The difference between the 
surviving rats in the two 
groups after 30 days was like 
" night and day," says Dr . 
Bozarth . 
Dr . Bozarth believes that 
the weight loss brought on by 
the cocaine was a contrib-
uting factor in the rats ' 
deaths, though not the only 
one. He notes that when rats 
are put on a starvation diet 
they are able to survive long-
er than the cocaine-addicted 
rats, whose weight loss was at 
less-than-starvation levels. 
Dr. Bozarth suspects that 
some other effect of the drug 
brought on the deaths of the 
animals. "Recent studies 
shows that cocaine affects the 
body's blood clotting pro-
cess," he says. "Perhaps the 
cocaine produces a blood clot 
Transexual sahnon 
by HUGH WESTRUP 
reprinted from 
Canadian Science News 
Thousands of partially ster-
ilized and transsexual salmon 
have been released into the 
Pacific Ocean by the Federal 
Department of Fisheries and 
Oceans. 
Senior scientist Dr. Edward 
Donaldson says the derpart-
ment' s researchers are alter-
ing the sexual nature of sal-
mon in the hopes of produc-
ing larger harvests and better 
tasting fish. 
The experiments are noth-
ing if not ingenious. The 
transsexual salmon are fish 
that have undergone a sex 
change at a research station 
in West Vancouver, Dr. Don-' 
aldson says . The sex change 
is carried out by keeping 
young salmon in water laced 
with male hormones. 
The male hormones are ab-
sorbed by young female sal-
mon, interfering with their 
normal development and 
turning them into males. They 
look and act exactly like 
males, and they even have 
male sex organs that produce 
potent s·perm. 
~~~;~,\~< ?"~~\~,~~) ~~ ~~ ~~\· ~;,\\'\~ ~' 
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"Actually, sex just isn't that 
important to me." 
which travels to the heart and 
causes th• animal to have a 
heart attack." 
Dr. Bozarth says the results 
of his experiment should be 
heeded especially by those 
cocaine users who, like the 
rats, have an unlimited sup-
ply of cocaine and are heavily 
dependent on the drug. 
Casual users of cocaine 
may not be in the same kind 
of danger, he says . Many 
people are casual users simply 
These transsexual female-
to-male salmon are males in 
every respect, except that 
their genetic make-up, fixed· 
before birth, remains female. 
The fish look like males, but 
their chromosomes are fe-
male. 
The truly ingenious part of 
this experiment is that these 
false males with the female 
genes produce sperm with 
female chromosomes. When 
this 'female' sperm fertilizes 
salmon eggs (always female), 
only female salmon are pro-
duced. 
Dr. Donaldson says the 
purpose of the project is to 
increase the number of fe-
male salmon, which will in 
turn increase the salmon pop-
ulation. (A female salmon 
lays an average of 4,000 to 
6,000 eggs.) The experiment 
is being carried out on the big 
Chinook, or King, salmon, 
because cocaine costs so 
much, he says. 
But now many drug en-
forcement officials are pre-
dicting an immiment drop in 
the price of cocaine, due to 
the expected maturation this 
year of an unusually large 
crop of coca plants, from 
which cocaine is derived . Dr . 
Bozarth expects that many 
more deaths from addiction to 
the drug will follow. He 
points out that deaths from 
· which is relatively rare in 
B.C. 
In a second project, Dr. 
Donaldson and his colleagues 
gave a sterilization treatment 
to salmon which were releas-
ed into the ocean in the 
springs of 1983 and '84. A 
total of 75,000 coho slamon 
were treated before being put 
into the water. 
The purpose of the steriliz-
ation is to produce more 
good-tasting salmon several 
years down the road . When 
young salmon first enter the 
ocean, they swim many miles 
away from land-some travel 
as far as the International 
Date Line-and live in the 
open ocean for a couple of 
years . During this time they 
grow bigger and juicier. 
When they start maturing, 
young salmon eventually 
move back to coastal waters, 
where they are caught by 
fishermen. Unfortunately, the 
same hormonal surges that 
cocaine addiction have al -
ready jump d by 400 per cent 
in the last three years . 
Dr. Bozarth collaborated in 
this study with Dr. Roy Wise, 
another psychologist at Con-
cordia University. Their re-
search was funded by the 
Medical Research Council, 
the Natural Sciences and En-
gineering Research Council 
and the U.S. National Insti-
tute on Drug Abuse. 
drive them back to land also 
darken their skin and cause 
their flesh to lose its colour 
and oil content, making it less 
desirable to eat. (The-salmon 
one buys in the market is 
from fish that haven' t fully 
matured.) 
The scientists working with 
Dr . Donaldson gave the fish 
the sterilization treatment in 
the hope that when the sal-
mon begin to mature they will 
have enough hormonal drive 
to return to .coastal fishing 
waters, but not enough to 
undergo a significant change 
in their flesh . 
The scientists expect they 
will soon see whether their 
experiment was a success, as 
the salmon which were releas-
ed in 1983 and '84 are sched-
uled shortly to return . "It's a 
bit of a long shot; the salmon 
may just head out into the 
Pacific Ocean and keep on 
going, never to return," Dr. 
Donaldson says . 
' . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . .. ,. . . ... ... 
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Billy Bishop goes to .Douglas 
Author john Gray spends a week at Douglas. 
by jEREMY BLOOM I 
Playwright, composer, lyri-
cist, author, director. It takes 
a special kind of person 1to be 
a sucess in all these fields . 
John Gray, award winning 
author of Billy Bishop Goes to 
War, is special. And he's 
coming to New Westminster 
for a week as Douglas Col-
lege's writer-in-residence . 
From February 3 to 8, Gray 
will be meeting with creative 
writing classes, holding a 
number of readings from his 
work for stutents and the 
general public, and holding 
office hours f.o which anyone 
with questiops about his work 
or the fiel/:l of writing in 
general will be welcome. 
English professor Maurice 
Hodgson is enthusiastic about 
having Gray speak to his 
writing classes . "He's a very 
important figure in Canadain 
Theatre, with international 
exposure," Hodgson sp.ys . 
"It's great for someone of his 
stature to spend that length of 
time at Douglas ." 
Dorothy Jones, head of the 
drama department at Doug-
las, • adds that her theatre 
students are " very excited" 
about meeting · Gray. " It' s a 
credit to the College that 
they' re bringing someone of 
his talent ." 
Gray is no stranger to Van-
couver . After graduating from 
Mt. Allison University in 
1971, he came to U.B.C. to do 
his M.A. in Theatre, and 
stayed for seven ·years . He 
built his reputation here, as 
one of the founding members 
of Tahnous Theatre, where he 
directed eight plays. 
Prez today, hot tamale 
SASKATOON [CUP] - The 
University of Saskatchewan 
Students' Union no longer has 
a president. 
A motion to change the title 
has a bonehead name," Jack-
man said after the meeting 
Student council president 
(now Big Enchilada) lan Wag-
ner was not amused. 
"We now have a very accessible individual . 
whom student's will be able to come and 
talk to because he has a boneheail name," 
of the office from "Presi-
dent" to "The Big Enchil-
ada" was passed at USSU' s 
1985 General Meeting in Nov-
ember. 
The U of S Engineering 
student Mike Jackman said 
he put forward the motion to 
remove some of the mystique 
from the person bearing the 
intimidating title of President. 
"We now have a very 
accessible individual whom 
students ... will be able to 
come and talk to because he 
"I ' ve always considered 
myself to be a pretty ap-
proachable guy," the Big 
Enchilada said. "How much 
more approachable do you 
want to get?" 
Student Council Arts r~p­
resentative Veronica Dutchek 
said she urged people to de-
feat the motion because few 
people in Saskatoon take stu-
dents seriously, and calling 
the student council president 
"The Big Enchilada" would 
only make matters worse. 
Mike Fisher, Canadian 
Federation of Students Sask-
atchewan executive rep, said 
he disagreed with Dutchek. 
"I think I'm in favour of 
this," Fisher said . "Anything 
that can fill up this room for 
the most boring meeting of 
the year, I have to vote for . 
Let democracy be served ." 
The Big Enchilada said the 
motion was useful because it 
got a lot of students to attend 
the meeting, but urged it be 
defeated because it was "rid-
iculous". 
The motion was amended 
by Engineering rep John 
Melin to give the president 
the official title of " The Big 
Enchilada, professionally 
know as the President" be-
cause council could lose its 
representation on the U of S 
Board of Governors unless the 
"President" was included 
somewhere in the official 
title . 
In 1975 he moved to Tor- book, Stage Fright, commg 
onto, as composer and direct- out this year. He has directed 
or for Theatre Passes Mur- over fourty productions, and 
aille . But he returned to Van- composed music for another 
couver and Tahnous for the twenty . 
first production of Billy Bish- Gray will be visiting Doug-
op Goes to War, the musical las College creative writing 
comedy about Canada' s classes on Tuesd~y, February 
World War I flying ace which 4 from 7:00 to 10:00 p.m. and 
established Gray's internat- Wednesday, February 5 from 
ional reputation . 10:00 to 12:00 noon . A read-
After a highly successful ing and discussion at Doug-
Canadian tour, Billy Bishop las' Maple Ridge Campus on 
played Washington , New Wednesday at 1:00 p.m. and 
York, Los Angeles, Denver at the New Westminster Cam-
Edinburgh, and London, Eng- pus on Thursday the 6th at" 
land . The play won best actor noon in Room 2201 will be 
award in New York, and in two highlights of the. week . 
Los Angeles took both best Open office hours Thursday 
actor and best play, as well as from 2:00 to 4:00 p.m. and 
winning a number of Canad- Friday, February 7, from 
ian awards. . 10:00 a.m. to 2:00p.m., both 
His subsequent works in- days in Room 3307 have been 
elude the 1981 hit Rock and arranged for people to meet 
Roll; two children's plays , and talk with Gray. 
Bongo from the Congo and While the public is wei-
Balthazar and the Mojo Star; come to all College events, 
You Better Watch Out, You Gray will also be doing two 
Better Not Die, a farcical readings in the community; 
thriller; and Don Messer, on Monday, February 3, at 
about the maritime folk band. the Kyle Center in Port 
He has published a novel , Moody, and at the New West- . 
Dauled, a " comic saga about minster Public Library from 
growing up absurd in the 10:00 a.m. to 1:00 p.m. on 
seventies", and h~ has a new Saturday, February 8. 
Full of it 
by PINKY HUNjAN Building Services and Secur-
Bud Charania, manager for ity agrees that only people at-
Imperial Parking, which runs tending the college should be 
the Douglas College parking issuedcards.iSincelmperial 
facilities , says that they are Parking is handled mainly 
not going to allow people through the Director of Facil-
other than college students ities, Terry Leonard, his ·only 
and staff to enter the parking concern is to ensure that they 
lot anymore-they will be meet the contract between the 
putting up signs now. college and Imperial Parking .. 
The normal fee for parking For enforcing their policy, 
for students is $1.50. Imperial they will be posting a security 
Parking charges doubl~ for guard at the entrance to check 
persons other than students for student identification . 
and stan. ~resently, they are Although all profits go the 
~ecoming stricter with polic- the college, Imperial Parking 
1es. The manager, Bud Char makes its own policies tor 
ania, says only the students how it wants to run . 
and staff will be allowed." ' Mr. McCoy was i_nformed 
They will be building gates at by Bud Charania that the 
the entrances "very soon." parking lot will be operating 
on weekends also on a trial 
He also says that if .they basis from 9:00 a.m. to 6:00 
have passes they can open the p.m. both Saturday and Sun-
gates, which means that if day, at Mr. Leonard' s re-
another person parks without quest. There doesn' t seem to 
a p_ass, he will ha~e to w_ait be too many people using it 
until _ the next mornmg to p1ck on weekends, though, so it 
up h1s car and pay. isn't certain that it will defin-
Mr. McCoy., manager of ately be staying open then. 
To save a hero 
" Raoul Wallenberg had a unique lifestyle. He spoke 
German in a strange way. It sounded like a kind of jargon 
an American businessman would speak. But it suited him in 
a special way, just as his windbreaker did, or his soft felt 
hat, or later his grey steel helmet and sleeping bag did. 
" His way of talking gave one a feeling of temporariness, 
as if it wanted to emphasize that what was happening was 
only an episode, a temporary stop, these things which were 
for us an extreme danger, the last battle. 
" He felt a disdainful joy toward risk and adventure, and 
··tJad a strong feeling for good sportsmanship. 
" One felt all of this instinctively, and perhaps because of 
that it was in vain that he tried to hide his real self by 
behaving like an American sportsman . This was a mask he 
used to down-play his own personality. Despite this, his 
co-workers were able to sense the hero behind the mask. 
" And later, when developments forced him to rip off that 
mask, suddenly Wallenberg the hero stood there. And 
nobody was surprised. " -
Palco Fogatsh, son of a coworker of 
Raoul Wallenberg, June 26, 1946, 
at a memorial concert in Budapest . 
Forty one years ago last week, Swedish diplomat Raoul 
Wallenberg was taken into "protective custody" by the 
Soviet Army as they liberated Hungary from the Nazis . 
Probably the greatest unsung hero of the second world war, 
Wallenberg had almost single-handedly been responsible, 
through the Swedish Embassy, for saving nearly 100,000 
Hungarian Jews from the Nazi death machine. But the man 
who saved so many could not save himself. He disappeared 
into the Soviet prisons, and has never returned . The 
Swedish government believes he is still alive, still in 
prison, 41 years later . · 
But Wallenberg has not been forgotten . Last weekend1 
representatives of all levels of government and the official 
opposition hosted Per Anger, former Swedish Ambassador 
to Canada. Anger, who now heads the Raoul Wallenberg 
Foundation, was here in Vancouver to dedicate a memorial 
to Wallenberg in Queen Elizabeth Park. 
An international effort, led by Sweden,. is being mounted 
to pressure the Soviet Union into releasing Wallenberg . 
Last year , a network mini-series staring Richard 
Chamberlain brought Wallenberg's story to over 60 million 
people in North America alone . Both Canada and the United 
States have declared Wallenberg an honorary citizen, which 
means that both the US and Canadian governments can now 
join Sweden in formally requesting the release of a citizen . 
Other countries are expected to follow. 
The Douglas College Student Senate has sent a letter to 
.External Affairs minister Joe Clark to press the Soviets for 
his release. They have also ~ent letters to the student bodies 
of the other colleges and universities of Canada, urging 
them to send similair letters . 
Per Anger believes we have a narrow "window of 
opportunity" availab.le now for Wallenberg' s release. The 
Soviets denied having arrested Wallenberg at all until1952, 
when they suddenly changed their story - but said he had 
died in 1947, of a heart attack. But since then, there has 
been a considerable mass of evidence that he ha•s remained 
alive to this day. 
Anger noted that Brezhnev and those of his generation 
were deeply tied up in the affair, and would never have 
considered facing the embarassment of admitting 
Wallenberg was still alive. But Gorbachev is in his first year 
of office, not yet personally tied in . He also has a strong 
public relations flair, and it is possible, Anger believes, that 
if Gorbachev feels he would make enough 'good press', he 
might consider a release. 
" But next year may be too late ." by jeremy Bloom 
DOUGLAS COLLEGE STUDENT SOCIETY 
will hold a 
SPECIAL 
GENERAL MEETING 
on FEB. 13 12:00-2:00 ROOM 2201 
It's your money come and vote on how it is 'Spent! 
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~Miami~, 
~-~-- -- ~Vice~ 
by Dean Bennett 
reprinted from the Gateway 
Canadian University Press 
What is the allure of Miami Vice? 
Why does actor Don Johnson need 
two bodyguards to fend off groupies 
when he goes out to eat in ~iami? 
How has this show overcome its 
inauspicious start (it languished in the 
bottom half of the Neilsen ratings in 
the first ten months when it ran head 
to head with Falcon Crest on Friday 
nights) to achieve perenn ial top-ten 
finishes , 15 Emmy nominations and 
four Emmy awards? It also captures 
the highest percentage of male view-
ers age 18-54 of any show on the air 
except Monday Night football . How 
has this programme, in the words of 
NBC president Brandon Tartikoff, 
" redefined the cop-show genre?" 
According to Dr. Peter Klovan of 
the University of Alberta' s film stud-
ies program, there are four reasons 
why Miami Vice is changing the way 
television looks and sounds . These 
reasons are: a reworking of the 
conventions of the hard-boiled detec-
tive genre, a rock synthesizer score, 
quick, rock video-like editing, and an 
(art deco) expressions mise-en-scene. 
" In iiterature, there exists two 
kinds of detectives : the classical 
detective and the hard-boiled detec-
tive," says Klovan. The former cate-
gory includes such vaunted sleuths as 
Sherlock Holmes and Hercule Poirot. 
In classical detective stories, society is 
essentially good with crime being an 
abnormality committed for purely 
criminal motives . The classical detec-
tives use reason and logic to defeat 
evil and the stories are marked by 
little or no violence. The problems of 
life are brought down to a simple 
clash of good and evil with 
always triumphing . 
"The hard- · detective genre 
includes pade, Philip Marlowe, 
Mik ammer and now the Miami 
·ce cops, Sonny Crockett (Don John-
son) , Ricardo Tubbs (Philip Michael 
Thomas) , and Lt. Castillo (Edward 
James Olmos) . 
" In the hard-boiled genre, evil is 
believed to be intrinsic to the society. 
Evil , although it must be fought, will 
always exist; it can never be control-
led . This genre is fraught with 
cynicism and violence. 
" Beneath all the glitter and glam-
our of Miami is the defin itive setting 
for the hard-boiled story. On a weekly 
basis Crockett and Tubbs do battle 
with scumbags, degenerates , cocaine 
cowboys, smut peddlars, crazed youth 
gangs and even zombies from Haiti . 
Also, one favourite Miami Vice theme 
is the good coo turnPrl h;~rl 
" Miami Vice is part of the hard-
boiled detective genre, but it takes. it 
one step further . The cops don ' t just 
perform their job, they are their work . 
Crockett, Tubbs, Castillo, and the 
other four detectives on the squad 
(Switek, Zito, Gina Callabrese, and 
Tandy Joplin) must adopt criminal 
methods to survive and to succeed, 
but they are in no danger of becoming 
criminal themselves because they 
strictly adhere to an unwritten moral 
code. This moral code is based on four 
values : friendship, loyalty, duty, and 
honour. In very show, if they' re not 
acting on these values, they' re dis-
cussing them . By following this code, 
the detectives are able to salvage 
their dignity." 
• Klovan also believes the show 
transcends the boundaries of the 
hard-boiled genre because the detec-
tives are very close and loyal to one 
another. " The hard-boiled detective is 
essentially a loner," he said, " but 
Miami Vice has seven hard-boiled 
detectives in a sort of surrogate family 
with Castillo as the head . They all will 
go to extraordinary lengths to help 
each other and to help other human 
beings . They' re knight~ in shining 
armour. Crockett is even dressed in 
white." 
The code these detectives follow is 
akin to Bushido, says Klovan . Bush-
ido wast · 
our followed by Japan ' s Samurai 
warriors . 
" Bushido-in the strictest inter-
pretation-means 'code of knight-
hood', " says Klovan . "The Samurai 
lived and died by Bushido. They were 
indifferent to pain or death , loyal only 
to the overlord . This is quite similar to 
the kind of dedication practiced by the 
· seven detectives in Miami Vice. In 
every show, there is always some 
mystical reference to Vietnam, Cam-
bodia or Southeast Asia. Crockett was 
with the 1st Air Cavalry in Vietnam 
and Castillo worked for " The Com-
pany" (probably C.I.A.) in Thailand, 
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of what Bushido is . · In or;1e show, act-
ually titled 'Bushido', Castillo finds 
out that a friend of his turned outlaw. 
But Castillo has no moral dilemma.· ' I 
can ' t let you walk,' He tells the 
friend , ' It' s my duty. It' s what I am .' 
This kind of dedication certainly goes 
beyond the hard-boiled detective and 
into Samurai ethics ." 
Another contributing factor to the 
show' s innovative look is its music. 
" Usually in television ," . says Klovan , 
" music is used to reinforce the action 
of, say, a love scene or a chase scene. 
In · · Vice it is used to comment 
either direct y · onically on the 
action, like the choru · ancient 
Creek theatre. For example, 1 
show, over the shootout involvin~ 
Crockett, Tubbs, and a gangster, we 
can hear the Clash singing_ No Peace 
in the Western World. The lyric 
comments directly on the action and 
this creates emotional excitement." _ 
Miami Vice' s musical score is 
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. . . . 
underneath this glittering world of -·-~~~-~ 
polished streets and winding pastel 
nightclubs are sleazy degenerate dope 
dealers and outlaws. The setting for 
the show has appropriately coined 
'glitter-sleaze' . 
ami Vice " 
roots in the 
of the later 
director, 
' In Fass-
l here is one very strict rule on the 
Miami Vice set and that is 'no earth 
tones'. Pastel shades are definitely 
the rule and anything red or brown is 
strictly taboo. " One of the reasons for 
this," said Klovan , " is to reinforce 
the dream-like quality of the show." 
Another appealing aspect to the 
programme is its quick, rock video-
like editing . 
''Miami Vice is the first show to 
rock video-like editing," 
ooa.l-ltetE~siron every shot 
1cmt:~se€~T-- ----n'lTTlrr-PifflPr reveal character or ad-
le is inter-




vance the plot. It is linear narrative. 
Every shot must be self-explanatory 
so that if you leave the room for a few 
minutes, you can still follow the few 
strands of plot when you return . It's 
like Dallas. Every three months or so I 
watch 15 minutes of it . Don' t ask me 
why, but in those minutes I'm caught 
up in everything that' s going on . The 
techniques of TV restrict the range of 
choices . S.ince every shot must be 
self-explanatory, one show is pretty 
much like the other. " 
" Miami Vice is quite different. It' s 
told in non-linear fashion . Like Flash-
dance, gaps are left in the story. Each 
scene does not necessarily build on 
the preceding one. And after the 
ten minutes the story aoeSLl--t'l!. you 
a lot of expos you miss the 
first of the show, you ' re 
''The scenes themselves contradict 
the edicts of television. Usually the 
TV scene is a complete entity unto 
itself . There is a beginning and a 
middle and an end. Not so in Miami 
Vice. The viewer will enter a scene in 
the middle and leave before the end. 
Miami Vice likes to do this . It likes to 
challenge you . It throws you into the 
middle of something and lets you 
figure it out. Also the quick editing 
from one scene to another gives the 
impression of a dream. 








The knock on Miami Vice has been 
style and sound at the expense of 
storyline, but Klovan does not see this 
as legitimate criticism . 
" Miami Vice' s audience doesn't 
read . It wants images and emotion 
and energy rather than plot or 
words ." 
Although he applauds Miami Vice 
for the innovative use of visual and 
. oral techniques, he also sees the· 
show' s success in the context of tele-
vision just keeping up with the times . 
. 
. 
producers didn' t bother with rr""'"'"c;-;,~ 
tion or mise-en-scene and paid ttle 
attention to the music score. Today, 
though , the screens are much larger, 
the picture is better, and you can hook 
your set up to speakers the size of a 
refridgerator . But television has re-
fused to adapt . Their visual style is 
forty years out-of-date. Miami Vice is 
alluring and powerful because it uses 
modern techniques to present an 
ancient theme. I can' t wait to see the 
number of imitations it will spawn ." 
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Dear Na! Get away from the hustle 
and bustle of Toronto! Book yourself a 
flight on C.P . Air and COME OUT 
WEST!!! Where else in the world do 
" Mountains meet the sea, buses 
float , and trains fly? " I' m telling you 
it' s Only in Vancouver! 
Just because the sunshine dis-
appears for over half the year is no 
reason to avoid lotus land& LOOK-
we have mountains! The Ocean! 
Gardens! AND we'1re NUMBER ONE, 
we have the Grey Cup, Ha Ha Ha! 
Toronto may have the CN Tower 
and Eaton' s Centre, Edmonton may 
have The West Edmonton Mall BUT 
Vancouver has B.C. Place and Expo 
'86! I mean .. . like WOW! 
If you don 't like the city, the Lower 
Mainland has many districts . Surrey, 
complete with tough guys The West: 
End, where you don ' t need red hot 
v.ideo if you have binoculars, unless 
you want to watch without them 
watching you! Kitsilano, home of the 
fitness fanatic . You too can look like 
the girl in the Ron Zalco ad!! 
Be a bit reserved when thinking of 
getting involved with the stocks, in 
Vancouver they are a bit risky. You 
may not lose your shirt but you could 
very well lose (almost) everything 
The Other Press 
else-who needs Chippendales ! Yow! 
. Expo '86 may turn into Sexpo '86. 
" Life ain ' t given the prostitutes what 
they are owed." They just KEEP 
MOVIN from Davie to Mt. Pleasant to 
. warehouse. 
Nevertheless, B.C. is inviting the 
World! and you can be sure everyone 
will " HAVE A NICE DAY!!" Can't 
you just picture the Rah Rah ' s? At the 
P.N.E. , the side show is A Salute to 
Expo, complete with a pavillion hat 
show, the glowing golfball , Dome 
sweet Dome, Canada Place, and The 
History of ·Transportation from the 
Indian canoe to the airplane-all the 
way up the transportation evol tion 
scale to Grace McCarthy and the 
Skytrai n, " a technological miracle! " 
So Na, Only in Vancouver has 
music, singing, neato costumes and 
lots of laughs . It is well worth ex-
periencing for yourself!! 
P.S. B.C. is not just a play- ground 
for Jim Pattison and Mike Harcourt!! legs !), Dean Regan (are your horses 
Lyrics are by Daphne Goldrick. winners?) and Ann Warn Pegg. Great 
Music by Bruce Kellet, and the cast cast, fantastic show. But Please do 
(in alphabetical order) are: Lynda not smoke (cou·gh) during the show. 
Boyd (seen as Magenta in The Rocky Just Enjoy! 
Horror Pictur Show), Bal;>s Chula . 
(seen in Cheap Sentiment, Great • For a m:=tdcap look a~ the cr~y we 
Tina, and Grace!), John Payne (nice love, Only m Vancouver rs now lrve on 
Jobs, Jobs, Jobs 
By Paul Pilon 
Have you ever been concerned 
about the effects of unemployment 
brought on by computers? How peo-
ple let their work define who they are 
and what they do? Curious about how 
these factors affect the family , love, 
caring and dignity? Well , that' s what 
Frank Moher' s new play, Odd jobs is 
about. 
In this sense; Odd Jobs is by no 
means new, since conflicts between 
the ' 'working man" and technology 
have been going on for centuries . 
Where this play excells above many of 
the books, plays and movies t~at work 
within this theme is the hope rt offers . 
It does not deal with the redundant 
theme. of personal tragedy. 
Tim (John Ormerod) , a welder who 
has been replaced by an ' 'automatic 
welding arm", finds himself raking 
leaves for Mrs . Phipps (Mary Monks), 
a slightly senile but feisty · retired 
math professor. 
While Tim' s wife, Ginette (Crystal 
Fralick) , studies computering at night 
while working at a job she despises 
during the day. Eventually Tim is 
domesticated, taking care of Phipps 
and her yard, as well as cooking at 
home. When Ginette is offered a good 
job in another city, Tim is torn be-
tween the two women and all -three 
are faced with some very difficult 
choices . 
Odd Jobs is running until February 
1st, after which Destiny will begin 
February 5th . · 
HUMAN SEX 
This is a show in which a highly erased . The women move, carry, 
physical dance evolves in a musical jump and are as physical as the men. 
frame as researched as the dance. This is another fundamental risk. 
The two worlds create an anarchy on Performances at Vancouver East 
stage which does not obey the rules of Cultural Centre (1895 Venables at Vic-
polite co-existence. Each medium toria Dr.) February 6 to 8 at 8:30 p.m. 
attracts the audience's attention Tickets at VTC/ CBO, 254-9578 and 
which duplicates the anarchy and 280-4444. 
pleasure of anarchy in our society. The dance, performance art and 
The dance in itself is highly com- musical spheres interact continuously 
plex and risk-oriented. Risk creates through the use of light beam musical 
passion because it stimulates hope. machines which use white and laser 
The greater the risk, the greater the light. These beams, when interrupted 
hope it encourages, and when it is by movement such as hand dances, 
stylized on stage it reaches for the trigger percussive sounds, thus clari-
same fundamental response. fying movement by creating a direct 
Finally, the perceived sex roles are relationship between it and sound. 
Therefore, a portion of the musical 
content is directly linked to the visual 
complexity of the dance. The dancer 
accompanies himself without having 
to change artistic mediums . 
Though this is not necessaril'y new, 
the musical integrity to which it is 
applied creates a contemporary sup-
port to an imaginative and " actual" 
musical style created by Randall Kay 
and Louis Seize, two young Canadian 
a>mposers . 
Electric guitar, synthesizer, drum 
machines, live vocals , sound effects 
and technicians are all ingredients in 
the piece. 
stage at The Revue Theatre Stage, 
Granville Island. Showtimes are Mon-
day to Friday at 8:30 p.m.; Saturday 
at ·6:30 and 9:30 p.m.; also Wednes-
day at 5:30 p.m. For tix, call the Arts 
Club Box office at 687-1644 or VTC/ 
CBO at 280-3311 . 
by KIRSTIN SHAW 
SUPPORT LOCAL THEATRE 
TALENT 
Burwestcofest (Burnaby, Westmin-
ster, Coquitlam, Port Moody Festival) 
will be in the Douglas College theatre 
on Feb. 12, 13, and 14. The local high 
schools will be performing one act 
plays which will be critically ad-
judicated. Tickets are $1 .00 for stu-
dents and $2 .00 for adults . Curtain is 
at 7:30 p.m. All are welcome. 
- --~ - ---- ---- --=----
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L KATE BUSH: Hounds of Live/ 
The Ninth Wave 
' \ I', 
......... \ , ' 
' · . I 
"Wave after wave, each mightier · 
than the last 
'Til last, a n·inth o"ne, gathering 
half the deep 
And full of voices, slowly rose 
and plunged 
Roaring, and all the wave was 
in a flame" 





COCTEAU TWINS: Treasure [LP] & 
Aikea-Guinea [EP] 
Just what are they saying? That is a 
question one always asks when one 
hears a new album , but in the 
Cocteau Twins case the words aren't 
as important as the sounds of the 
words . To be honest I've picked out 
about 10 words from the the LP and 
EP, but I don't understand them . (I 
think some of it is in Gaelic; they' re 
Scottish .) 
The instrumentation is minimalist; 
at any one time one might hear an 
acoustic guitar, drums and a piano 
or synthesizer . There's not "A Thou-
sand Violins" to be heard, simply be-
cause they don ' t need them. Theyhave 
the most incredible vocals yet placed 
on vinyl , in terms of sheer beauty and 
depth. They are not quiet, and neither 
are the instruments in most cases, but 
one feels somehow calmed. The word 
I' m looking for to describe their music 
is unfortunately cliched, but the word 
is " hypnotic". Regardless of tempo or 
volume the songs never cease being 
soothing. 
Even the album cover expresses 
this quality of intangibility. The cover 
photo is of an empty white lace dress 
somehow suspended behind sheer 
curtains. As in the music, there are no 
hard lines, everything is soft . 
The song titles are un · 
NO REFUNDS OR EXCHANGES 
-r-- )AI '\ :.: ~;~., 
, 1 1· • \ 1 ••l · · 1 r 1 · ' '~· * H ! :' , 1 ~ Vi , , · -. ;\ " .. J :'\C 1, • ,-. o ,_... r: 
. , .• -:: ALL:Jl A · ··~s 
" ~- r-m • HC: •n r1 '-NO'' 
" t'"' ,,., El.J--t-..: .._ . ·- ~· L ' .:._ c.:_:r..,:.>· .- n ~~ \ (l: \1' \ ;....o~ny1r1n'r- 1'\i-\! _, '-' _., H" ·~' l ! rt - - t. .. .. .. 
(THE 12" E.P.) 
one song is a logical introduction to 
the next, there doesn ' t need to be a 
division . I have no desire to say, 
" Hey, this is a good cut" because the 
album exists as a whole. In my mind 
there are no individual songs . Wheth-
er it was intended that way or not, 
who cares? It's my experience, and 
that ' s how I see it-as an experience . 
At 'present, the Cocteau Twins 
don 't appear to be too well known in 
North America, but in England they 
have already garnered both critical 
and popular praise. In the April 27th, 
1985 edition of The New Musical 
Express (a national weekly music 
newspaper) they were number one in 
the independant 45's with the Aikea-
Guinea EP and number two in the 
independant LP charts . 
The thing that makes this par-
ticular LP and EP even further at-
tractive is that in Canada one gets 
both of them for the price of just the 
LP. The EP is included at no extra 
cost although in Europe they were 
sold seperately. 
If you get the idea that I like the 
Cocteau Twins, you ' re right . They are 
one of the most interesting groups 
that I' ve come across in the present 
drought of onror'\\I:UI\ I P. 
I 
ik}1ii:ni*l.:;;; 
:}!t::;:}}; itely. Kate Bush is an "oral scul 
}:;{:}}:;:;:of the · highest order; through . . 
:}}}:;:}};music she captures emotion -~:\·. 
!}!f{}{)ntriguing images. Unlike many · ./:\:\\· 
:;:;:;:::;::;:;:;:;:;:;:;~cians today, her music shows gen .'.'.':~'-\":~/ lllrts~~~::~~:~lyha~~~~~f~~ar ;~·vthe ~~' 
:::::·:-::::::::::-:=:-:=:marts after no one has heard from her :·::·.-..::· }{{t;:}}!f.-&. years . One might consider her a {"\:)" 
:))){{!):Wit figure; after three years at home ,:~:~:\:}' 
:;::;:;:;:};:;::;:;:;:;:~aiding a sound studio, she turns out .-.'.\'\":' H[[[[[[[[[![![!{{F.:·._·.-~ew LP . and Kate Bush manf~)\;~? 
:::::::-:-::::::::::·:-:-::~~ads rap1dly. ,::-.-:::·: {!}{!)}{{}i;}le new LP, side one titled Ho~,,- · 
;:;:;:;:;:;:;;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;11fO>ve and side two titled The .Nlrith 
:r??!{??)N.#e, is again a . smashing ~~~i-~ss 
:}!{;:;:}!{::;:;~fuP.1pying all Kate Bush's i~Dity . 
Jfffffffff]f]ffffffffJ!JfJff.8n~n:P0~~: ~m. t~~,-- -~~;~~ . 
:;:;:;:;:;:;::::;:;:;:;::::::if.itl®ed on this side ~ e Cloud 
lllllfliR?!.~;~:h~::L~: c:~: 
:}!}::}!{::;:;:j%.@~~ ' you might have &Wed that · ::;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;{:}}i~~{!AA~rtist is played by ;~¢.~nadian 
Donafcf'Sutherland . . -~~-H · 
On the first side, one ¢.~~ see a 
change in Kate Bush ' s u~~~l style: 
slie uses · a lot more rhythms and 
ion and her voicej·}'less exper-
' making th~\-::l'rrusic more 
ceable and easier.jt;· get on to the 
'\ charts . .-:/'' 
\ Side two, The Ninth Wave, is more 
\\ ·stic of Kate Bush ' s other 
\ , , . In songs such as Under Ice and 
\ \ '\ the Witch she uses her voice 
. ·, \ sound effects to create very eerie .. , 
SMITH · • ----------- i . These songs are more like 
~~ her old hits , such as Wuthering 
. Heights off !he album The Kick !nside 
hear . After all, it was so vibrant that · · ~~~ or Baboosh1ka off The D~eammg: I 
b dy wanted to dance and it ..._' .V r:nyself prefer the second s1de, ~h1~h 
every o . (.U ~ 1s more orchestrated and art1st1c. 
didn t matter who you danced wrth so ''~ Overall the album is suitable for 
long as you could get up and do your __ _ .;.-< ' z ~ any~ne' who appreciates imaginative 
own thing . musiC. 
Some of Walker's songs were 
" awesome" but due to the high .-------------------'7.'"'~:--:---:-:~---, 
I at current political and social issues, intensity of good times, the on Y one NG BORDERS us_ing incisive · humour to make its that really was memorable(the only' CROSSI 
name caught) was Urgent . points . 
c ln I ,,.. ..J "3\IP " : ~ o~.., n~ ~ , , ·: s. 
DOCR';;f , ;;, 1r•F1 t- :-
~..,. 41 ·•l 1/"'• 1 4·~ 
"Walk right in , sit right down 
baby let your hair hang down ." 
It seems all sorts of walks of life 
made their way to the Commadore 
Ballroom on January the 18th . They 
may have walked in, but they sure did 
boogey out. 
Jr. Walker, after two songs had the 
dance floor packed with wild rhythm 
and blues . Mind you the warm up 
band Vancouver based The Things hel~d to liven the masses . Someone 
said in regards to The Things, " They 
ain ' t too bad for a bunch of white 
boys." 
Back to Walker .. For "unbeliev-
able" saxaphone. he is the one to 
TheyPiayed quite a few songs that San Francisco Mime Troupe As usual, SFMT's band is a dynam-
were JUSt a bee-boppin-good, but the ic presence in the play, with original 
names flew by. It's a domestic farce for the 80's, songs and excellent musicianship. Its 
A friend who had never really the insightful and hilarious story of a pool of veteran actors creates a cast of 
listened to R & B said, " I have never lesbian couple and an immigrant. Out pure SFMT gold . A highly polished 
really seen anything· like that before of the very best of humanitarian performance, with . the nano-second 
and 1 really enjoyed it ." motivations, one member marries a timing of successful comedy, Crossing 
Walker was well worth wandering Salvadoran refugee, who proceeds to Borders is a hoot-don't miss it! 
into the Commadore for . bring the entire family up to the land At the Vancouver East Cultural 
of the free . Needless to say, he Centre, January 30, 31 and February 
by KAREN HOOEY discovers the hard way that the 1 at 8 p.m. Located at 1895 Venables 
. · , 
welcome mat extends only so far . street at Victoria Drive Tickets are 
The script, by Steve Most and on sale at VTC/ CBO at 280-4444 and 
Michele Linfante, is based on a popu- at all Front Row Centre outlets at 
lar San Francisco radioseries entitled 683-2017 . Or, reservations can be 
Voices in Exile. With the SFMT's made simply by calling the Cultch at 
usual wit and flair, it takes a light look 254-9578 . 
• I . -. ". ' . \ 
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ph s enthus-
iastic congratulations for his appoint-
ment as musical director and principle 
conductor of the Vancouver Symphony 
Orchestra. The V.S.O.'s brilliant per-
_formance of T chaikovsky' s Piano Con-
certo No. 1 in B-flat Minor, Opus 23, 
Mark Zeltser pianist and Shostako-
vich ' s Symphony No.5 in D Minor, on 
Tuesday january 21 was of high 
quality and full of energy. 
Russian born Mark Zeltser began 
playing at age six and performing at 
age eight . M. Zeltser's concert career 
began after he won several major 
competitions, including the National 
Competition in Moscow. 
When Tchaikovsky took his Piano 
Concerto No. 1 to Nicholas Rubin-
stein for appraisal of the work, Rubin-
stein refused to perform the work 
unless Tchaikovsky revised the enti re 
concerto. The piece that Rubinstein 
dismissed as " unperformable" and 
"poorly composed" has become one 
of the best known works of Tchaikov-
sky's, and a favourite of symphony 
goers and performers alike. 
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kovsky's Piano Concerto No. 1 was 
energetic considering the difficulty of 
the piece, and his feel for the 
keyboard, as well as tlie music, is 
equal to that of the most sensitive 
concert pianists . 
Dimitri Shostakovich was one of the 
few composers to stay and work in his 
native Russia after the revolution . A 
supporter of the revolutionary govern-
ment, some of Shostakovich' s better 
works, such as his fourth symphony, 
were admonished by the government 
on ideological grounds . But Shostako-
vich managed to rise above the ideo-
logical restr ictions placed on him by 
the government and went on to write 
his Fifth Symphony in D Minor, one 
of hi s most popular works . 
Upcoming in the Jubi lee Series on 
February 16, 17 and 18 is Judith Forst 
who will join the V.S.O. in a program 
featuring arias f rom Carmen and 
Romeo and Juliet. The program wi ll 
also include Haydn's Symphony No. 
83. For ticket information call the 
C.B.O. at 280-4444. 
by JENNIFER WHITESIDE 
I was primed for NRBQ now. I had 
never before heard the music of the 
foursome from Saugerties, N.Y . I had, 
however heard the legends. A lot ot 
'this is what rock n' roll is all about .' 
and . Tome, of the Medallion ' s 
claims t hat · t h is was a 
dream come true for his band and 
himself. My background: A band of 
little recognition or due success with 
monumental importance and latent 
potential who had historically bounced 
from label to label, no label willing to 
properly promote the band. They 
have had a steady, lightly above 
ground following for the past 15 years 
or so, and one 'hit' about 5 years ago, 
'Driving in my car.' --.•. ·.·.-
The band, when they played, struck 
me as being ' nice' and · ' pleasant' 
more than anything. (No sarcasm!) 
The music was very much that 
oldtime rock n' roll stuff, of earlier 
genre and with more 'roll' than the 
cover material of the Medal! ion . The 
prime mover of the band was the 
keyboardist . This guy was shakin ' 
Jerry Lee Lewis all over again , 
including feet, elbows and other parts 
of the body not meant to t ickle the, 
ivor ies doing just that. Visually, both 
he and the bassist/vocalist looked like 
they had stepped straight out of their 
beg inn ing days. The music was fun 
and very comfortable at the same time 
Even in the most active songs1 a 
rather soothing atmosphere was 
maintained. This was very refreshjng 
to the writer who had been brought 
up on stuff meant to jolt' and stir . 
NRBQ, by the end of the firsts«,· had 
managed to make me quite fond of 
them. M y f riends and I left during 
the intermi ss ion to get some eats, and 
we weren' t inspired to go back. 
Perhaps the music was too nice- very 
about in their chosen genre; in the 
midst of the bewi l de~ing variety of 
existing muSlC, NRBQ is refreshing 
when contrasted with the heavi ly 
consumer-oriented trash prevalent on 
the airwaves , but also so typically R & 
Rand R & B that theN in the NRBO 
seems rather ironic. 
<'-- NRBQ, New Rhythm and Blues 
Quartet, played The Commodore 
Ballroom on Wednesday the 15th . 
Opening for them were Bruno 
Gerussi's Medallion . 
Bruno Gerussi ' s medallion were a 
' thematically correct' opening act for 
NRBQ. ,, They played a solid set of 
Ye Olde;::Rocke and Rolle, highlighted 
by the ~nd' s theme song which was 
written "hy off icial Expo Folk-rock 
Quasi-lur+:i~_nary and Prophet of Gorgo, 
David M . ·:-:-. of NoFun . With the 
exception o"f:~ few of the Medallions 
orginals , the "'r%st of the set consisted 
of faithful or i6~ndly warped covers . 
Singer Tom Haf.fj_son, who during the 
day is the mild fi'iannered rock critic 
for The Provine~/ was a little stiff 
seeming at first, i'~calling a compari-
tively bland performance at the Club 
Theatre (where they played with t he 
Subterraneans) , but warmed the 
crowd and after the short time, 
getting the appropriate rock and roll 
response with phrases like ~we' re 
Bn;~.no Cerussi's M edall ion ! This is 
the CoWnnodore Ballroom! How are 
Y41f~r:. 
Thereafter the char isma and voice ot 
Tom cont inued to improve, as well as 
the overall energy of the more than 
conypetent band. Overall I was quite 
impressed (only the dormant and 
scattered Dead Bob does a better 
Lou ie, Louie) . The band is well worth 
checking out . 
' , 
' , ' , I;,~ 
--------------------
enjoyable I but also indescribable· :;:;:;: : ::::::::{:~~~~r::r~{{:: ::: ::: : ; : • :• : : ;:•:O: ;: ;: ;:::::::}{:~)}}:::::::. 
NRBQ is arguably the best band 
_,f' 
I A rare musical offering 
The people of the Lower Mainland 
are being offered a rare opportunity to 
enjoy one of the most influential and 
innovative classical works of the 
_twentieth century. • 
Pierrot lunaire is a piece for six 
instruments and voice by Arnold 
Schoenberg (187 4-1951) , who is rank-
ed with Debussy and Stravinsky as 
artists who have done the most to 
shape the musical forms of the past 
eighty years . It is being offered as 
part of the Noon at New West concert 
series at Douglas College, at 12:30 
p.m. on Thursday, February 6. 
Henry Waack, the organizer of the 
series, explains "we thought people 
should be exposed to more contem-
porary work, as well as the classics." 
Douglas College instructor and flau-
tist in the concert, Kathy Cernauskas, 
adds, " It's a rare opportunity for 
students . In the seventy-four years 
since the work was first performed, 
it' s only been done once before here 
in Vancouver." 
Pierrot Lunaire was •the work which 
first brought Schoenberg and his 
innovative style into public promin-
ence. In it, twenty-one poems (written 
in French, scored in German, and 
performed here in English translation) 
are set to music using two of the ideas 
which Schoenberg was developing. 
The first is Sprechtstimme, or 
" speak -voice", a new vocal tech-
nique. Cernauskas describes this as 
" like Rex Harrison singing I've 
Grown Accustomed to Your Face-the 
words are pitched, but don' t use the 
full singing voice." 
The piece also anticipates the de-
velopment of Schoenberg's 12 Tone 
technique, which was to revolutionize 
modern music. This uses a scale of 
twelve chromatic tones in which the 
composer sets the order, rather than 
the usual major or minor scales . 
Twelve tone is neutral, implying no 
particular key-as a result, the old 
rules of harmony and melody don' t 
apply. 
Part of the reason it is rarely played 
is the extreme complexity of the work. 
But this was an interesting challenge 
to Philippe Etter, violist for the 
Purcell String Quartet. It was Etter 
who - inspired the interest in doing 
1-'ierrot Lunarre here. 
The group which will be performing 
was assembled from across the Lower 
Mainland-"we' ve all played together 
before in various combinations, " said 
Cernauskas . It includes conductor 
fan Hampton of the Purcell , Gene 
Ramsbottom on clarinet, cellist Sue 
Round, soprano Margerite Noye, and 
Melinda Coffey on piano. 
Cernauskas added the group would 
be performing the piece twice mdre, 
on February ·1st at the Langley 
Community Music School , and for the 
Ramkoff Concert Society at the West 
Vancouver Presbyterian Church on 
February 7th . For further information, 
please contact 986-6838. 
by JEREMY BLOOM 
Mr. X and I met under the roman-
tic shadows of the ALRT station . Mr. 
X lives near the skyboat, and he says 
it' s like living under Stonehedge. The 
noise bothers him a bit, but he always 
knows when the Equinox is coming . 
We boarded the Godtrain to go to 
the Granville Station . It being my first 
ride on the Flytrain , I was left speech-
less . It is definitely worth depriving 
students for such a revolutionary 
piece of technology. 
The reason we took the skybus 
downtown was to see 101 Dalmations 
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at the Vancouver Centre. Yes , the one two adult Dalmatians came to the 
and only 101 Dalmatians. rescue. Through the aid of other ani-
There was no trouble finding seats, mals , they tracked. down the missing 
as there were only three other cou:: 1 pups and attempt to rescue them. 
pies . We went to the late show so we The movie is full of suspense, 
wouldn't be surrounded by screaming drama, and laughs . The animation 
yard apes . Mr. X says I did enough was , of course, superbly done with 
screaming for both of us . colourful characters and colourful 
The plot of 101 Dalmatians con- storyline. It' s a movie both Mr. X and 
cerns the purchase or kidnapping of 1 recommend, for it won ' t be out 
99 puppies by Cruela and the two again for another seven years. And 
bumbling henchmen, who plan to you could have kids of your own by 
make Dalmatian fur coats . When the then . 
humans seem helpless to save them, by ANGELA DUNBAR and MR. X 
Pongo, Perdita, and the puppies watch their favorite TV 
star, Thunderbolt. © 1961 Jl!alt Disney Productions 
Wit'n : 
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'BORN IN TI-:\E U.S.A. 
have the artist' s name and 
phone number, and be 
. aeldressed 'to the Graphics 
Coordinator . Anyone 
wanting colour on their 
submissions should specify 
what colours they want and 
where they want it (but 
please , not on the graphic) 
and if we decide to have a 
coloured page , the 
Graphics Coordinator wi II 
take care of the rest . Once 
again , make sure its a 
photocopy. · Last week , 
someone sent us an 
original and the Graphics 
Coordinator had lots of fun 
trying out his new pack of 
Crayola Crayons before 
someone told him what he 
was scribbling on . 
G~ fo~rr·at~ r~og)SfS': 
s, cia secrtf woo·J.. 
r eiil~()l'\ what se> ever - he 
catne \AP at\n 1-\\"\ ME: !f ... /leads ... 
+- fhe d. V<"./c: will c<HffZ. 
~WP) ~<~i~ yw $1oo .oo 
(C)1985 G. Longley 
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Dojo W anna Learn Karate 
Shotokan Karate is a powerful style 
of martial art, which involves a good 
physical workout and is also an ex-
by DENIS BYRNE 
and TODD BOLES 
cellen.Cmethod of self-defense. 
Karate is practiced world wide by 
people of various ages, in almost 
every country in the world . This style 
involves coordinated defense/ attack 
techniques which enable a person to 
nullify an attack by the potential 
assailant. 
After the ·basics are completed 
there are two further items which are 
performed-these are Kata and Ku-
mite (coo-mite-tay) . A Kata is a 
sequence of techniques which rep-
resent a choreographed fight between 
several opponents-it is individually 
performed and improves concentra-
tion- Kata is performed with great 
spirit and hones basic techniques . . 
Another aspect of karate is Kumite, 
which means " sparring" in Japanese 
-individuals are paired off and spar 
for a sufficient amount of time before 
continuing this with a new opponent . 
Kumite improves reflexes and co-
ordination . 
""' ,. 
The most important aspect of Kar-
ate is the " Karate Spirit" which is the 
union of mind and body. The audible 
essence of this spirit is the Kl (pro-
nounced key-i) and is the loud control-
led scream which accompanies an ex-
treme ~nergy release at the instant of 
impact (focus) . 
A typical training session begins 
with extensive stretching of all the 
body muscle groups; this is a very 
jmportant aspect, as any rapid body 
movements must be performed by 
supple muscles and also to prevent 
bodily injury. 
The Douglas College Dojo (a Dojo is a 
floor area where martial .arts are 
practiced) had modest beginnings 
with 8 members under the instruction 
of Sensi Paul Mosely, who had 
instruction from Sensi Okazaki, an 
eighth don black belt. A while later · 
instruction at the Dojo was given by 
Lany Cairns (a first degree black belt) 
who also had instruction from Oka-
zaki. 
The Karate club anticipates getting 
The Douglas College club was 
initiated by Cairns and Mosely in 
January of 1984, and has seen some 
excellent Karatekas, such as Michael 
Knowles who earned his blue belt just 
two days before his departure; to his 
homeland of Bahamas at the end of 
the fall semester. Other club mem-
bers recently graded were Todd Boles 
(blue), Warren Nyack (green) and 
Denis Byrne (yellow). 
belted by their instructor Larry Cairns .-
After this, basic techniques are per-
formed as a class with the Sensi (or 
master) leading. Some of the basic 
techniques in Karate are the front 
snap kick, side snap kick, side thrust 
kick, roundhouse kick, reverse punch, 
lun_ge punch and blocking techniques. The club is definitely not male 
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karatekas associated with it, in partic-
ular, Nancy Nyack and Pinky Hunjan . 
The club had a recent demonstra-
tion in the concourse to encourage 
new membership, as some members 
have left to attend other institutions 
and enrollment has been down. The 
club is encouraging n~w students, 
male and female alike, to join. The 
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training days for the club are Tues-
days and Thursdays from 6:30 to 8:00 
p.m. with an optional class on Fridays 
at the same time. 
If you are interested in keeping fit 
and want to learn some self-defense 
techniques at the same time contact 
Larry Cairns at the above times in the 
Combative' s Rooms on level 1, next to 
the gym. 
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Selling Mary Kay Cosmetics . 
Must be 18 years of age or older, in 
good health, good grooming, pleasant 
voice and manner and be very enthus-
iastic. 
Location : Flexible. 
Hours: Flexible . 
Salary: Commission 
For a referral contact the Student 
Placement Office, Room 2710. #007 
Hosiery Sales . 
Location : Flexible 
Hours: Flexible 
Salary: Commission, small invest-
ment required . 
For a r~erral contact the Student 
Placement Office, Room 2710. #171 
Multi-functional restaurant worker 
wanted for kitchen help, delivery, and 
counter work. 
Must be over 19 years of age and 
possess a valid driver's licence. 
Location : pizza restaurant in Burnaby 
Hours: Flexible 
For a referral contact the Student 
Pla.cement Office, Room 2710. #208 
Support Worker needed to assist 
mentally handicapped teenagers with 
recreational activities . 
Some experience would be an asset. 
Hours: Saturday and Sunday, from 
12:30 to 4:30 p.m. 
Salary: Negotiable 
For a referral contact the Student 
Placement Office, Room 2710. #305 
Sales Positions available in a music 
store selling music equipment. 
Must be able to play the piano. 
Sales experience would be an asset. 




For a referral contact the Student 
Placement Office, Room 2710. #313 
Babysitter for 1 child 2 1/ 2 yrs . old. 
Qualifications: Non-smoker with in-
terest in children preferred. 
Location : Burnaby 
Hours: Part-time, 1 - 3 days a week 
Salary: Negotiable 
For a referral contact. the ·Student 
Placement Office, Room 2710 #309 
Residential Worker needed to help 
support mentally handicapped teen-
agers to live a full life in their 
community. Also to assist these peo-
ple in recreational activities . 
Some experience would be an asset . 
-iours : Some evenings and weekend 
;hifts . 
5alary: Negotiable 
For a referral contact the Student 
Placement Office. Room 2710. #306 
Relief Support Worker required for 
Burnaby, Surrey and North Van . 
Must be a reliable individual. 
Hours: evenings and weekends . 
Salary: Negotiable. 
Start: As soon as possible . 
. For a referral contact the Student 
Placement Office. Room 2710. #277 
Salary: An hourly rate, plus 
commission . 
Hours: Part-time, approximately 8 -
30 hours per week. 
For a referral contact the Student 
Placement Office. Room 2710. #304 
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Various commission sales positions 
available . 
No experience necessary. 
Salary: Earn $400 - $1200/ month 
part-time or $3000- $8000 full-time. 
Location: Flexible 
Hours: Flexible 
For a referral contact the Student 
Placement Office, Room 2710. #238 
t:xperience Bookkeeper required for a 
progressive video communications 
firm. Full-time position . Students 
available for 8 month, February -
September may be considered . 
Must have several years experience 
and advanced bookkeeping skills. 
Must be able to work independently 
and pick up job tasks with little 
training . 
Location : Vancouver 
Hours: Office hours, Monday- Friday 
Salary: Negotiable 
. For a referral contact the Student 
Placement Office, Room· 2710. #307 
A General Insurance Company re-
quires telephone solicitors to sell 
R.R.S .P.'s until the end of February, 
then Mortage Protection and Life In-
surance Plans. 
Location : New Westminster 
Hours: Part-time flexible - up to 4 
hours per day. 
Salary: 
1st week trial basis - $2 .00 for each 
appointment made 
- $15 .00 for each sale made 
After trial period - wage plus 
commission depending on 
performance 
-wage up to $5 .00/ hour 
For a referral contact the Student 
Placement Office. Room 2710. #312 
Pizza restaurant in· Coquitlam re-
quires a c<;>ok and a delivery person . 
Must be 19 years of age or older 
and possess a valid Driver' s Licence. 
Hours: 2- 3 days a week from 5 p.m. 
to midnight. 
Salary: Negotiable. 
For a referral contact the Student 
Placement Office. Room 2710. #231 
Large Local Auction company look-
ing for someone with clerical exper-
ience to help with some of the clerical 
work, and deliver information to and 
from the auction block. 
Must be reliable, energetic and 
organized. 
Location : New Westminster · 
Hours: 1 day a week (Wednesday) , 
hours range from 9:30 a.m. - 2 p.m. 
or might go as late as 9:00 p.m. 
Salaray: $4.50/ hour 
Start: As soon as possible . 
For a referral contact the Student 
Placement Office, Room 2710. #319 
Roulette and Black Jack Dealers 
wanted for various locations in the 
Lower Mainland. 
Experienced dealers preferred. 
Hours: evenings 
For a referral contact the Student 
Placement Office, Room 2710. #248 
Babysitter for 2 children , 1 1/ 2 and 
3 years of age in New Westminster. 
Must be a non-smoker, reliable and 
enthusiastic. 
Hours: Saturdays from 9 a.m.- 1 p.m. 
Salary: $4,00/ hour 
Duration : Indefinite 
For a referral contact the Student 
Placement Office, Room 2710. #316 
Next issue is 
• V ALENTINFS DAY tl 
Send your lovey davey a special message 
• FREE! ! ! ! 
tlu;ough the O.P. dassifieds. 
Rafes: 
First three lines cost zilch for students, 25 cents for 
4th line and up. For non-students it' s just 50 cents per 
line, except for jobs which are free. 
Business Personals : 50 cents a line for students, $1.00 
a line for non-students . 
Typing, 20 years experience. Queen' s / t Yl t Commador Printer. Perfect 
Park area. 524-1436 shape. Call Angela 298-&330 or 
525-3542. 
A local Parks and Recreation Office 
operates a summer day (:amp for 
children each year. This camp has one 
director, two Senior, and two Junior 
Leaders . 
Candidates should have the follow-
ing qualifications: 
1, Residence camp, leadership exper. 
2. Program planning. 
3. Experience and qualification in at 
least two of the following : canoeing, 
orienteering, nature crafts, acclimatiz-
ation, camp file and camp cookery. 
The Director should have exper-
ience in hiring and supervising staff, 
giving direction, etc. A valid B.C. 
Driver' s Licence and access to a 
vehicle is mandatory. It is important 
that the Director have a strong resi-
dence camp background. 
The Senior Leader position requires 
a background in camp leadership with 
some programming background. 
Junior leaders should have strong 
personal camping experiences in resi -
dential camps . Leadership experience 
is an asset. 
· For more information on the pos-
itions, length , of employment and 
wages , please see the Studer)t Place-
ment Office. Room 2710. #311 
VOLUNTEER HELP WANTED 
FILING CLERK to assist children's 
care facility in Burnaby. Volunteer to 
do general alphabetical filing about 
once a month . 
For more details, contact the Burnaby 
Volunteer Centre at 294-5533 . 
CLERICAL HELP needed on Tuesday 
mornings for young adults' correct-
ional facility . 
For more details, contact the Burnaby 
Volunteer Centre at 294-5533. 
A Kmart representative will inter-
view graduates with the objective of 
placement in the Kmart company 
management training program lead-
ing to future executive positions. 
Date of interview: Wed., Feb. 12th, 
Personnel representative: Mr. Ort 
Please contact Connie Doherty in 
Student Placement (Room 2710) to 
arrange for an appointment time. You 
will be expected to provide us with a 
copy of your resume before your 
interview date. 
A Rick Hansen 





Friday, Feb. 7, 1986 
the EDGE, 1225 Homer 
... 
8 p.m. - 1 a.m. No Minors 
Tickets : $8.50 at Revolutions , Zulu, 
Odyssey and Collectors R.P.M. or at 
421-7081 (Janelle) or 421-6244. 
Advance Jickets Only 
Zellers is sending a representative 
to interview prospective students for 
management positions on Wednes-
day, February 5, 1986. 
Positions are available for gradu-
ates in .commerce or business admin-
istration . Those interested in retail 
management career with Zellers 
please see Connie Doherty in Student 
Placement (Room 2710) , to arrange 
for an interview. 
Dishwashers, cooks and waiters 
needed in New Westminster. 




For a referral contact the Student 
Placement Office, Room 2710. #215 
FinanCial Institution is looking for a 
Marketing Agent (Sales Position) . 
Qualifications: Graduating Business 
Student.s in their last semester. 
Saiary: $25,000 plus in the first year. 
For a referral contact the Student 
Placement Office, Room 2710. #279 
Accounting Clerk to edit foreign 
exhange invoices and conversion , pre-
paring daily bank deposits, batching 
data for key punchers, typing ac-
counts payable, occasional switch-
board relief and some miscellaneous 
filing . 
tocation : Uowntown Vancouver 
Hours: Full-time, Moriday to Friday, 
8:30 - 4:45, 1 hour lunch . 
Salary: $13,500.00/ year 
For a referral contact the Student 
Placement Office, Room 2710. #314 




Mondays are Student Da~ Appy Hours 2:30-4:00 
$1.00 off all our ~~ Daily Appetizer 
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